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Study Context, working with paper-based ICDs

Problems:
● Organize physical documents

● Hard to retrieve relevant information

● Cannot generate artefacts

Solution: 
Digitalize ICD by means of 

SOIS Electronic Datasheets
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Structure of a SOIS EDS  (xml) file
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SOIS EDS model  (xml)

EMF generated Tree Editor to Author EDS (xml files)

SOIS EDS schema

(xml schema definition)

compliant to

Example EDS file:  Jena star tracker

Lines of (xml) code:  7358

Imports 5 EDS Package files (types, definitions, 

PUS services, …)

Content:

~ 150 data types

7 interfaces

7 state machines

99 activities

Complex to visualise, edit and validate without a 

proper authoring tool. 
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SOIS EDS model  (xml)

EMF generated Tree Editor to Author EDS (xml files)

SOIS EDS schema

(xml schema definition)

compliant to

SOIS EDS ecore metamodel

(generated by SOIS EDS schema )

consistent with

compliant to

Output file
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Experimenting EMF 

Derive an ecore 

metamodel from 

SEDS schema

Generate Java code 

and Tree editor

(optional) implement 

missing constraints 

to Java code

Implement M2T/M2M 

transformations

SOIS EDS 
ECore 

metamodel

XML schema  

SOIS EDS xsd Xinclude xsd

EMF 
Genmodel

Generated code

Model 
code

Tree  
Editor

User defined Code

Model 
validator

M2T

M2M
Custom 
Editor

XInclude xsd:choice
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Corresponding EDS xml extract

Model to Text Transformations

ICD documentICD generated
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Model to Text Transformation example

<ContainerDataType 

name="TelemetrySet2Type">

<EntryList>

<Entry name="hk3" type="HKType"/>

<Entry name="hk4" type="HKType"/>

</EntryList>

</ContainerDataType>

<IntegerDataType name="HKType">

<IntegerDataEncoding encoding="unsigned" 

sizeInBits="8"/>

<Range>

<MinMaxRange min="0" max="255" 

rangeType="inclusiveMinInclusiveMax"/>

</Range>

</IntegerDataType>
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The Need for Validation

Types and Interfaces are referenced by 

Component element through their «qualified 

name»   ie package_name/type_name

Component implementation specifies  

a behavioural mapping  between 

provided and required interfaces.
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Syntax and Semantics

Syntax Semantics

3.7.3 A 

BooleanDataEncoding 

element shall carry a 

sizeInBits attribute which 

specifies the size, in bits, of 

the encoded data as a 

positive integer

3.15.19 Each 

ArgumentValue child 

element of a 

SendCommandPrimitive 

element shall

carry a name attribute 

identifying the command 

argument with which this 

value is associated.
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Conclusions and Future work

SEDS are machine-readable interface specifications, standardized under SOIS 

(syntactic definitions of SEDS is available on the CCSDS website )

Discussed the need for semantic validation of SEDS.

A detailed identification of semantic errors and how to detect them in SEDS will be 

subject of a future work. 

Discussed a procedure to create SOIS-EDS using the Eclipse Modeling Framework,

CONs:   limitations of ecore with regards to very specific XSD constructs

PROs: use EMF for generating a number of spacecraft engineering artefacts

Use Case example using Acceleo M2T
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Thank you for listening! 

Questions?


